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ABSTRACT – Background and Objectives: A woman’s lifetime risk of major depression
is almost twice as high as that of a man. Major depression is associated with a high risk of
recurrence, but the question of a differential risk of recurrence between genders is unclear.
Based on a systematic review of the literature, this paper attempts to answer the following
question: “Following a major depressive episode, do women and men have the same risk
of recurrence?”.
Methods: We prospectively collected all studies from the period 2005-2014 where the
variable gender was considered a potential predictor of recurrence. The database has also
been expanded with articles cited in the bibliography of the prospectively collected articles and with a PubMed Database search covering the period January 2005-August 2014.
Results: Of the prospective studies (n = 98), most found no influence of gender on recurrence risk, but a minority, mostly large sample studies, found that female gender is a
statistically significant risk factor for recurrence. Results suggest a probable female-tomale relative risk of recurrence between 1.0 and 1.2. Given the heterogeneity of the studies (length of follow-up, populations, nature of the studies, choice of dependant variables,
statistical methods, and available data) no meta-analyses were performed. There are many
interfering variables (age of onset, subchronic evolution, treatments, etc.) that can influence the results of prospective studies.
Conclusions: Women probably have a slightly higher risk of recurrence after a major
depressive episode than men. This increased risk is much smaller than women’s much
higher lifetime risk of depression.
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Introduction
Major depression is a highly prevalent disorder with a lifetime risk of 10 to 20%. For
women this risk is almost twice as high as for
men1. Major depression is associated with a
high risk of recurrence. The lifetime risk of a
further episode of major depression after an
initial episode is probably around 50% or
more2. The studies also evidenced that the
longer the follow-up, the higher the recurrence rate3. Since a publication by the Mac
Arthur Foundation Network on the Psychobiology of Depression4, recurrence has been
usually defined in relation to remission, recovery and relapse, with “full remission” defined as a brief period during which the individual is symptom-free, “recovery” as a period
without symptoms lasting at least eight weeks,
and “relapse” as a return to symptoms matching the full syndrome criteria for a depressive
episode occurring during remission but before recovery. “Recurrence” is defined as a
new episode following a period of recovery.
This is now almost a standard definition; although recurrence studies may use slightly
different definitions, for instance as regards the
threshold for the symptoms of recurrence.
Burcusa and Iacono2 stated that “despite
women being at increased risk for developing
depression and for depression relapse, female gender does not appear to be a significant risk factor for recurrence”. This statement about a greater risk of relapse but not
recurrence was based on another review of
depression and gender issues stating that “despite women being at increased risk for developing depression and for depression relapse, female gender does not appear to be a
significant risk factor for recurrence”. This
statement about a greater risk of relapse but
not recurrence was based on another review
of depression and gender issues1. A few years
previously another review concluded that the

findings were controversial5. More recently,
a review of the predictors of recurrence6 mentioned two studies that showed a higher risk
in women. The issue of gender and the risk of
recurrence were not central to any of these
four reviews, and the number of cited references was very limited. To the best of our
knowledge, a specific and systematic review
of this issue, based on a large number of
studies, has never been published. That is
why we propose to conduct such a review
ourselves, with a view to answering the following question: “Following a major depressive episode, do women and men have the
same risk of recurrence?”

Methods
Most of the articles came from a personal
database built by the first author on the recurrence of depression. The database received prospective input from a routine systematic bibliography review of psychiatric
journals with impact-factor and the major
medical and psychological scientific journals from mid-2005 onwards. It was also enriched with articles cited in the bibliographies of the other articles. For the purpose of
our review, we selected all the articles in our
personal database that provided information
about an association between gender and the
recurrence of unipolar major depression in
the context of a prospective study. In addition, a systematic PubMed Database search
was made covering the period January 2005
to November 2014 for the terms “(depression
OR depressive OR depressed) AND (predict
OR prediction OR predictors OR risk factor)
AND (recurrence OR relapse OR evolution)”. The papers to be included in our review were then selected using the following
selection process: exclusion of papers whose
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title revealed that their content was not related to our review, then exclusion of papers
whose abstract or full content failed to meet
our inclusion criteria (prospective studies,
unipolar major depression), overlapped with
another paper (when the same sample of
probands were used in different studies) or
were already included in our prospectively
collected database. A summary of the data
collection process is presented in Figure 1.

9

Few studies examined the gender and recurrence status directly. To maximise the
number of studies, we included prospective
studies that did not explore gender in the context of depression specifically, but in which
gender was one of the specifically addressed
variables or covariates. We included epidemiological cohort studies, studies relating to
clinical trials involving pharmacotherapy or
psychotherapy, and studies about biological

Figure 1. Papers collection.
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markers. Thus, we expected a high degree of
heterogeneity from the studies. Besides the
aforementioned criteria concerning the dependent variable and length of studies, many
other variables could affect the risk of recurrence (2) and contribute to the heterogeneity of
the studies. We include information about
these variables and examine their possible influence in the Results section. A first variable
concerned the diagnostic criteria (most of the
time DSM III, III-R or IV were used, but some
studies relied on other diagnostic systems, and
in a few cases proxies such as admission to
hospital for depression or prescription of antidepressants were used for the depression diagnosis). Other variables were the age of the
sample, where patients were recruited (general
population, primary, secondary or tertiary care,
or health insurance database), the context of
the study (epidemiological cohort studies,
studies relating to clinical trials involving pharmacotherapy or psychotherapy, or studies
about biological markers). Studies could also
include probands regardless of the number of
previous episodes, or could specifically target
the recurrence risk after an initial episode.
Given the many variables that could contribute
to the heterogeneity of the studies we did not
consider using meta-analytical methods.
To structure our presentation of so many
papers we used three criteria. First, we divided
the papers into different tables according to
the dependant variable for recurrence (recurrence versus no recurrence as a qualitative
dependant variable versus time to recurrence
as a quantitative dependant variables) and according to the quality of the statistics (univariate versus multivariate analyses). Kuehner1
concluded from her review that women had a
higher risk of relapse but not recurrence.
Therefore, to take account of the duration of
follow-up that can distinguish between relapse and recurrence, we presented the studies by decreasing length of follow-up.

Results
Overview of selected studies
We collected 98 papers, most of them from
the prospectively collected database (n = 39), or
from the papers cited by these articles (n = 44).
The systematic PubMed Database research
for the period January 2005-November 2014
provided a few additional papers (n = 15). The
initial search produced a list of 1655 references, 81 of which were selected based on the
title. Forty of them were excluded (21 included no data about gender, 15 were duplicates of other studies, 2 concerned minor depression, 2 included bipolar depression cases
without control of the polarity, 1 was about
persistence of depression) and of the 41 remaining papers, 26 were already in our own
personal database.
The results are presented in three tables.
Tables 1 and 2 concern studies that use recurrence as a qualitative variable. Table 1
presents studies that used only univariate statistics (n = 24), whereas Table 2 presents
studies (n = 51) using multivariate statistics
(among them, gender was sometimes not included in the multivariate model because it
was not significant in univariate analyses).
Table 3 concerns studies that used time to recurrence as the dependant variable, and all of
them used multivariate statistics (n = 24). Two
studies presented shorter- and longer-term data
in two different papers. We included both papers for each. One long-term study also provided short-term results in the same paper
with the same methodology. It is listed once in
Table 27. One study8 included short-term and
long-term data in the same paper with different statistical methodology and is therefore
mentioned in two different tables (Tables 1
and 3), which is why there are 99 citations in
our tables although we collected 98 papers.
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Risk of recurrence and gender:
univariate statistics studies
(Table 1)
Twenty-four studies presented data about
the association between gender and recurrence during the follow-up period using only
univariate statistics. All of the studies found a
lack of association, although one study found
there was a nearly significant (p < 0.06)
higher risk of recurrence in women9.

Risk of recurrence and gender:
multivariate statistics studies
(Table 2)
Fifty-one studies provided data about the association between gender and recurrence during the follow-up period using multivariate
statistics (table 2). Thirteen studies (25.5%)
found a statistically significant higher rate of
recurrence among women, compared with
only two studies that found a statistically significant higher rate of recurrence in men. Of
these two studies showing a higher risk of
male recurrence, one used data extracted
from a health insurance database10 whereas
the other 11 contributed to both sides of the
gender-related risk insofar as it showed a significantly higher risk of recurrence for men in
adolescent-onset depression and a significantly higher risk of recurrence for women in
adult-onset depression. Another study12
found a significant higher risk of relapse for
women in the first 6 months but not longterm (15-year follow-up period). There was
also one study that found a non-significant
trend towards a higher proportion of recurrence in women and two studies that showed
a higher risk of recurrence for women in univariate but not multivariate analyses. Of the
13 significant studies, 9 provided values for
ratios (odds-ratio, hazard ratio or relative
risk). In the majority of cases, the ratios were
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below 2 and sometimes very close to 1. Of
the studies which found no gender influence
and which provided values for the odds-ratio,
hazard ratio or relative risk, the majority (11
out of 16) found that the ratio tended towards
a higher risk in women.

Time before recurrence
and gender (Table 3)
Twenty-four studies provided data about
the association between gender and the time
before recurrence in the follow-up period
with multivariate statistics (Table 3). One
study found a statistically significant higher
rate of recurrence among women13. In 3 of
the studies which found no gender influence
and which provided values for the odds-ratio,
hazard ratio or relative risk (n = 5), the ratio
denoted a higher risk in women. There were
also three studies which showed a higher risk
of recurrence for women in univariate but
not multivariate analyses.

Influence of length of follow-up
period
The follow-up period ranged from 6 months
for some studies to several decades for some
of the subjects in the longer-term studies. A
higher short-term recurrence risk (in the 6
months after remission) in women has been
suggested by Kuehner1. No obvious links between follow-up duration and the significance
of the results emerged from the data we collected. However, some of the individual results are noteworthy. One result goes against
Kuhnert’s hypothesis, insofar as during a 6year follow-up study of older adults, recurrence among women was significantly more
frequent after three years of follow-up than
before three years of follow-up14. Two studies lent some support to the Kuehner hypoth-
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Table 1
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable without multivariate statistics
References

N

follow-up
(months)

Comments

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Hankin 1998 (37)

205

120

age 10-11 yrs
at study entry

The proportion of M and F with only 1 episode of depression and no recurrent
episodes was respectively 74 and 74%. Chi 2 = 1.95, not SS.

Tsuru 2013 (38)

25

120

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 6/3 and 8/8 (not SS; Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.68).

Fava 1996 (39)

40

48

UVA were based on Kaplan-Meier methods to estimate the relapse-free survival and on log-rank test. Gender was not significant (data not shown).

Franchini 1998 (40)

68

28

AD MT

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 17/8 and 27/15 (not SS on the Chi 2 test; results of the test not shown).

Franchini 1999 (41)

32

24

AD MT

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 12/4 and 13/3 (not SS on the Chi 2 test; results of the test not shown).

Geerts 2006 (42)

101

24

Oquendo 2004 (43)

119

24

Oquendo 2013 (9)

352

24

including 105
bipolar patients

To analyze time to first relapse into depression, Cox Proportional Hazard
Regression was used. A separate survival analysis model was fit for each candidate risk factor, with sex, the risk factor, and their interaction as predictors.
F were marginally more likely than M to experience a recurrence: HR (F:M)
= 1.30 (95% CI = 1.00 -1.70; p = 0.0547).Bipolar comorbidity did not interact with the recurrence risk (interaction HR: 1.06 with p = 0.84).

Pintor 2009 (44)

43

24

melancholic
patients

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was
respectively at 9/9 and 14/11 (not SS; results of the comparison test of proportions not shown).

Warner 1992 (45)

26

24

child to young
adults offspring of
depressed parents

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was
respectively at 3/1 and 13/6 (not SS; results of the Chi2 tests not shown).

Apfelhof 2006 (46)

45

mn 22

Mongrain 2006 (47)

102

mn 20

Bertschy 2010 (48)

59

12

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurredwas respectively at 15/4
and 26/14. (not SS; Fisher’s exact p = 0.37).

Faravelli 1986 (24)

101

12

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 26/25 and 32/18 (not SS; results of test not shown).

Schmid 2013 (49)

23

12

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 8/3 and 2/10. Gender was a SS predictor; results of the Fisher’s
exact test calculated by us: p = 0.0095.

Segal 1992 (50)

50

12

mainly general
population

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 24/6 and 29/10 (not SS; results of the Chi2 test not shown).

Thase 1992 (51)

50

12

endogenous
RDC depression
CBT responders

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 13/3 and 22/12 (not SS; Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.33).

Ramana 1995 (52)

57

6-15

Vaughn 1976 (53)

30

9

UVA were based on Cox proportional hazard regression analysis. Gender was
not a SS predictor (data not shown).
Gender was not a SS predictor (data and results of Chi2 test not shown).

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 16/6 and 14/9 (not SS; results of the Chi2 test not shown).
students general
population

Gender was not significantly correlated with recurrence of depression in UVA
(data not shown).

No SS association between gender and recurrence (data and results of the Chi2
test with Yates’correction not shown).
PSE diagnoses

No SS association between gender and recurrence (data and results of the Chi2
test not shown).
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Table 1
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable without multivariate statistics (continuation)
References

N

follow-up
(months)

Comments

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Kiosses 2013 (8)

185

6

old adults

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 21/12 and 97/55. Gender was not associated to relapse: Chi 2 =
0.0004, df = 1; p = 0.98.

Meyer 2009 (54)

18

6

F:M ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the trial was respectively at 4/2 and 6/6 (not SS; no specification about the statistical test and
its results).

Owashi 2008 (55)

26

6

F:M ratio in patients who relapsed and not relapsed during the trial was respectively at 4/2 and 16/4 (not SS; Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.596).

Serretti 2004 (27)

185

6

F:M ratio in patients who relapsed and not relapsed during the trial was respectively at 39/16 and 89/41 (Chi2 = 0.108, df = 1; not SS; p = 0.74).

Zobel 2001(56)

74

6

F:M ratio in patients who relapsed and not relapsed during the trial was respectively at 8/5 and 36/25 (Fischer exact test p = 1.00).

AD, antidepressants CBT, cognitive-behavioural therapy CI, confidence interval, CT, clinical trial df, degree of freedom ECT, Electroconvulsive Therapy F, female md, median HR, hazard ratio IPT, Interpersonal Therapy mn, mean mMDE, minor and major depressive episodes M,
male MT, maintenance trial MVA, multivariate analyses OR, odds ratio PSE, Present State Examination, RDC, Research Diagnostic Criteria
RR, relative risk rTMS, rapid Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation SD, standard deviation SE, standard error SS, statistically significant TAU, treatment as usual UVA, univariate analyses.

Influence of sample size
esis. In the first study12 there was no effect of
gender on the long-term recurrence risk, but
during the first 6 months the risk was significantly higher in women (weekly recurrence
rates for men and women were 0.4 and 0.5%
respectively on long term and 0.4 and 1.0 % respectively in the first 6 months). The second
study15, which is the one upon which Kuehner1
based her opinion, used new hospital admission
as a proxy for recurrence. In this long-term
(22-year) case register study of hospital admissions for unipolar depression, female patients
had a slightly higher rate of recurrence (new admission) than male patients after all episodes,
but the rate decreased after the first three
episodes. The female-to-male hazard ratio was
in the range of 1.09-1.13 for the first three new
admission episodes but dropped to 1.04 beyond three episodes (a value no longer significant). Overall, the support for the hypothesis of
a higher recurrence risk in women in the shortterm but not long-term is very limited.

The only almost significant recurrence
study to use univariate statistics (Table 1) was
the largest study in its category, and the only
significant time-to-recurrence study (Table 3)
was the second largest study in its category.
With respect to the recurrence studies that
used multivariate statistics (Table 2), we see
an association between the rate of significant
studies and sample size, insofar as a significant higher recurrence risk for women was
found in 7%, 25% and 56% of studies with
sample sizes below 100 (n = 14), in the 1001,000 range (n = 28) and above 1,000 (n = 9)
respectively. With respect to Table 2, it should
be noted that one study which found a higher
risk of recurrence for men was a large-sample
study (n = 2,917) based on data extracted
from a health insurance database10. Overall,
the influence of female gender on the risk of
recurrence is preferentially found in studies
involving a large sample which is in agreement with a low intensity influence.
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Table 2
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable with multivariate statistics
References

N

follow-up
(months)

Comments

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Wainwright 2002 (57) 412

0-720

primary care
retrospective
assessment

The statistical model based on Poisson regression that combined both the
(survival) distribution of first onset times with the subsequent rate of episode
recurrence. Gender was not a SS predictor in MVA.
RR (F:M) = 0.86 (95% CI = 0.67-1.07).

Angst 2003 (58)

186

md 288

severe cases;
no diagnostic
criteria

Recurrence risk was computed by the multiplicative intensity model. Only
graphical results were presented: there were no visible differences between
M and F.

Mattisson 2007 (59)

344

0-540

ICD9 diagnoses;
general population

The subjects were categorized by gender and number of years of follow-up
after their first onset of depression. The probability of remaining free of recurrence during follow-up was illustrated for each gender by a Kaplan-Meier
curve. M:F ratio in patients who recurred and not recurred during the followup respectively at 77/36 and 151/80 (Chi 2 calculated by us: 0.2612; p = 0.61).

Gilman 2003 (11)

225

mn 264

young age
(age at study entry:
7 years) general
population

Poisson regression was used to model recurrence of MDE as a function of covariates. Following childhood onset depression, recurrent episodes were
equally likely among M and F; however recurrence risk in adolescent onset
depression was SS lower among F (RR = 0.53; 95% CI = 0.35- 0.82), whereas in
adult onset depression it was SS higher among F (RR = 2.31; 95% CI = 1.56- 3.43).

Riise 2001 (60)

323

144-300

ICD9 diagnoses

Variables that showed a univariate effect (P < 0.10) were entered into a backwards stepwise logistic regression analysis to predict the risk of recurrence. In
MVA gender was a SS predictor: OR (F:M) = 2.2 (95% CI = 1.2–4.2; p = 0.011).

Mueller 1999 (61)

105

180

Cox regression was used to evaluate the strength of the association with recurrence after other variables in the model were controlled for. In MVA gender was
a SS predictor: adjusted OR (F:M) = 1.43 (95% CI = 1.10–1.86; p = 0.007).

Simpson 1997 (12)

97

180

Cox proportional hazards model equivalent (with an acceleration parameter)
using average rate of recurrence per week was used. Average rate of recurrence
per week was not different between F and M: M: 0.4%, F: 0.5% (p = 0.14).
When limited to the first 6 months of follow-up, average rate SS higher in F
than in M: M: 0.4%, F: 1.0% (p = 0.03).

Eaton 1997 (62)

81

144-180

general population

A proportional hazards regression of the relationships of socio-demographic
variables with risk of a recurrent episode was used. Gender was not a SS predictor: RR (F:M) = 0.95 (95% CI = 0.42-2.12).

Pettit 2013 (63)

59

132

general population
adolescents with
first MDE; partial
extension of (31)

Separate logistic regression models were used to examine the association between each predictor and recurrence risk and when significant there as a simultaneous introduction of the predictors in the models. Gender was not SS
in UVA: OR (F:M) = 1.06 (95% CI = 0.31-3.61).

Pettit 2006 (31)

487

96

general population
adolescents with
first MDE

Cox regression analyses were performed to identify predictors of recurrence.
In MVA gender was a SS predictor OR (F:M) = 1.51 (99% CI = 1.00-2.26;
p < 0.01).

Joffe 2000 (64)

75

80

Colman 2011(65)

236

72

Coryell 1991 (66)

396

72

Kovacs 2001 (67)

92

72

Data were analyzed by using Cox regression survival analysis with predefined
covariates including gender. A stepwise method was used with an inclusion
value of p < 0.05 and a removal value of p > 0.10. Gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).
general population

Logistic regression adjusted for age and sex was used to assess possible predictive effects of individual factors. In the final multivariable model gender
was not a SS predictor: OR (F:M) = 0.85 (95% CI = 0.30-2.38).
Logistic regression analyses showed no interaction between gender and other
variables for the risk of recurrence (data not shown).

pre-adolescents
at study entry

Proportional hazards models (“survival analysis”) and restricted maximum
likelihood regression were used. Gender (routinely forced into the model) did
not make a significant contribution in multivariate modeling (data not shown).
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Table 2
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable with multivariate statistics (continuation)
References

N

follow-up
(months)

Comments

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Steunenberg
2010 (14)

91

72

old adults
general population

Single variable logistic regression analyses were used to analyse the unique
associations for each of the potential predictors with recurrence. Stepwise logistic regression analyses with all significant predictors were then performed.
Gender was not a SS predictor in MVA (data not shown).

Melvin 2013 (68)

111

66

adolescents; mMDE Variables were investigated for their association with recurrence using multivariate logistic regression models. In MVA gender was not a SS predictor:
2 years OR (F:M) = 1.23 (95% CI =0.30- 5.03); 4 years OR (F:M) = 1.41 (95%
CI = 0.44- 4.54).

ten Doesschate
2010 (28)

172

66

CBT versus TAU
MT extension
of (69)

Holma 2008 (70)

140

60

Multivariate logistic regression models were used for analysis of the probability of recurrence. In MVA gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).

Keitner 1997 (71)

49

60

A series of stepwise logistic regression model was used to select factors that
reached significance. Gender was not significant in UVA (% of F in symptomfree, episodic and chronic course during follow-up: respectively at 52.6, 63.3
and 90.0%; Chi 2: p > 0.10).

Kessing 2004 (34)

7199

60

new hospital
Kaplan–Meier method was used for calculating the probability of remaining
admissions as a
discharged and the probability of not dying by suicide. Then Cox’s regression
proxy for recurrence rmodels were used including the variables gender, age and severity of index
episode. F had 1.14 (95% CI = 1.05-1.25) times increased risk of recurrence
compared with M.

Koppers 2011 (32)

52

60

The relationships between patient demographics, illness characteristics and
recurrence were examined with logistic regression. Gender was not associated
to recurrence in logistic regression model with other demographic variables
(data not shown). However the difference in the recurrence rate between the
subgroup of young women (under 40 years and the other subjects (men and
older women) grouped together was SS (OR: 1.05; p = .049).

Luijendijk 2008 (33) 1158

60

Winokur 1993 (22)

60

In UVA the data were presented in mean number of episodes per unit of time
of follow-up and analysed for continuous variables with t test. For MVA, a regression analysis was performed with the dependent variable being the number of subsequent depressive episodes in 5 years and gender being one of the
independent variables. In UVA, F had a SS higher number of episodes/year
than M (mn (+/-SD): 0.4 +/- 0.4 and 0.3 +/- 0.3; p = 0.04). In MVA, F gender was a SS predictor of the number of recurrences during follow-up: t test
t = 2.1, df = 1, p = 0.04.

Van Londen 1998 (72) 56

30-60

Statistical analyses involved Chi 2 tests, Kaplan ± Meier curves and Cox regression analyses. In MVA gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).

Hoencamp 2001 (73) 95

42

Stepwise multivariate logistic regression used to analyse the predictive effects
of the baseline variables for recurrence. In MVA gender was not a SS predictor
(data not shown).

Skodol 2011 (35)

36

172

1996

general population
old adults; mMDE

Assessment of the effect on recurrence for all predictors was based on Cox
regression. All variable with a UVA p value < 0.20 entered in a multiple Cox
regression model. Gender did not satisfy to the UVA selection criterion (data
not shown).

general population

F to M ratios for the rates of recurrence were calculated using Cox proportional
hazards analysis adjusted for baseline age. Rates were obtained by dividing
the number of new onset episodes by the number of person-years at risk. In
MVA gender was not a SS predictor: F:M ratio was 1.18 (95% CI, 0.84-1.65).

In multiple logistic regression models, M respondents were less likely than
F respondents to recur: OR (M:F) = 0.55, 95% CI = 0.33-0.91).
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Table 2
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable with multivariate statistics (continuation)
References

N

follow-up
(months)

Comments

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Wang 2014 (74)

2711

36

general population

The bivariate relations between selected variables and the risk of recurrence
were examined and variables SS at the p value level of .005 or known as predictors, were retained as candidates for for the building and then the validation
of a prediction algorithm developed using logistic regression modeling. Gender was one of the 19 variables retained in the model. The shrunken coefficient
for the model using was 0.8731. The shrunken coefficient for F sex was 1.008454
in the development data and 0.88048119 in the validation data set.

Curry 2011 (30)

189

0-63

adolescents CT
CBT versus AD
versus combination
versus placebo

Among those who recovered at any point during follow-up, predictors of recurrence over the follow-up period were selected using logistic regression and
then entered in a multivariable regression. F gender was selected in UVA (among
F, 57.0% experienced recurrence, compared with 32.9% of M) and gender was
the only SS variable in multivariable regression models (Chi 2 = 5.04, df = 1;
p = 0.02).

Bockting 2006 (69)

172

24

MT CBT
versus TAU

The effect on recurrence was assessed for all predictors using Cox regression
and all the variables with a UVA p value < 0.01were entered in a multiple Cox
regression model. Gender did not satisfy to the UVA selection criterion (data
not shown).

Cho 2008 (75)

145

24

general population
old adults; mMDE

Analyses were based on logistic regression using a random effects model.
Gender was forced into the multivariable model where it was not a SS predictor: OR (M:F) = 0.55, 95% CI = 0.20-1.49 p = 0.24.

Kornstein 2014 (76)

337

24

AD versus
placebo MT

Cox proportional hazards models were used to estimate the overall effect of
sex and menopausal status, with age as a covariate on depression recurrence.
Gender was not a SS predictor of recurrence in the first 1-year maintenance
phase (F:M HR = 1.233; p = 0.3712) or the second maintenance phase (F:M
HR = 1. 103; p = 0.8075).

Sood 2000 (10)

2917

24

health insurance
database AD
prescription as a
proxy for new
episodes

Multivariate Cox proportional hazard model were used to predict recurrence
for each patient. Gender was included in the model. F gender was associated
to a SS lower risk of recurrence: HR (F:M) = 0.832 (95% CI = 0.699-0.992).

Claxton 2000 (16)

7493

18

database –
prescription as a
proxy for cases in
a primary care

Logistic regression was used to estimate the impact of prescribing patterns on
recurrence while adjusting for other explanatory variables, including gender.
Gender was not a predictor: OR (F:M) = 1.05 (95% CI = 0.93-1.20).

Kim 2011 (18)

11708718

health insurance
database AD
prescription as a
proxy for new
episodes

Comparison of the recurrence rate during the 18-month follow-up period in
patients receiving continuous treatment and those who discontinued early was
based on a Cox’s proportional hazard model. F gender was a SS predictor: HR
(F:M) = 1.16 (95% CI = 1.13-1.19; p < 0.001).

Melartin 2004 (26)

269

18

Gonzales 1985 (77)

45

14

Berlanga 1999 (78)

42

12

Statistic backward stepwise multivariate logistic regression models were
used for the MVA with predictors of recurrence selected on the basis of literature and UVA. Gender was not a SS predictor: OR (M:F) = 0.92 (95% CI =
0.47-1.78); not SS (value of p not provided).
mMDE

Stepwise multiple linear regression were used to evaluate the predictive
power of the independent variables assessed at pretreatment and during follow-up. Trend for F (58%) to relapse more than M (42%): not SS (results of
test not shown).
Logistic regression model was used with a stepwise backward method and
variables that were SS in the UVA. Gender was not a SS predictor in UVA:
F:M ratio in patients who recurred anddo not recurred respectively at 15/3 and
17/7 (Chi2 = 0.33, not SS; p value not shown).
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Table 2
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable with multivariate statistics (continuation)
References

N

follow-up Comments
(months)

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Bulloch 2014 (79)

5062

12

general population

The study used linear regression to evaluate the predictive value of episode
count for a recurrent episode. Absolute risk differences were calculated with
a generalized linear model of the binomial family using the identity link function taking into account previous episodes count as well as age and gender.
F and M risk absolute risk difference was low but SS: 1.1%; (95% CI = 0.4 1.8%; p < 0.003).

Kessler 1993 (80)

8098

12

general population;
retrospective design

Rate of recurrence was retrospectively determined during the previous year
in a large population sample. Estimates of standard errors of proportions of recurrence were obtained using the Taylor series linearization method. Estimates
of standard errors of logistic regression coefficients and discrete-time hazard
coefficients were also obtained. Gender was not a predictor: OR (F:M) = 1.06
(95% CI = 0.71-1.60).

De Marco 2000 (81)

335

12

general population

Factors were individually examined in UVA. Then recurrence was predicted
through four multivariate logistic regression models including demographic
variables and progressive introduction of stress related variables. Gender was
not predictor in any of the models. In the 4th and more complete model: OR
(F:M) = 0.95 (95% CI = 0.45-1.56).

Gopinath 2007 (82)

386

12

primary care patients; Gender was included with age and treatment status (intervention versus TAU)
recurrent and chronic along with significant variables from the UVA in a logistic regression model.
depression; CT:
Gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).
depression relapse
prevention intervention
versus TAU

Katon 2006 (83)

901

12

primary care old
patients who
responded to a CT
comparing
collaborative care
for depression
and TAU

Variables SS at the p 0.05 level in UVA were entered jointly into a multiple
logistic regression model. Gender was not SS in UVA: proportion (+/- SE) of
F in relapsing and non relapsing patients was respectively 67.3% (+/- 3.2%)
and 64.5% (+/- 2.6%) (p = 0.410).

Lee 2013 (84)

168

12

community-dwelling
older adults

To examine the association of persistent sleep disturbance during year 1 and
depression recurrence during year 2, a survival analysis was performed using
a Cox regression model with adjustment using clinical and socio-demographic
covariates, including gender. Gender was not a predictor: HR (F:M) = 0.70
(95% CI = 0.19-2.60; p = 0.59).

Wardenaar 2014 (85) 89

12

primary care patients;
CT comparing
intensified treatment
(psychoeducation
or CBT) and TAU

A modelization (using Latent Class Growth Modeling and Growth Mixture
Modeling) of evolution trajectories based on a weekly evaluation allowed to
distinguish trajectories stable early remission, stable late remission, remission
plus recurrence and chronicity. Predictors of membership of the group were
assessed. Variables that differed significantly in UVA were combined in a multivariate logistic regression model with class membership (0/1) as dependent
variable. Gender was not a SS predictor of group membership in UVA: F:M
ratio in early remission group and remission plus recurrence group respectively
at 45/18 and 15/11 (Chi2 test results not shown).

Suija 2011 (86)

127

6-12

primary care
patients

Logistic regression analysis was used in UVA and MVA, with a building of a
MVA model by combining the variables that were SS associated with recurrent depression in the UVA model (Chi2 test and the Nagelkerke R square; all
tests two-sided and SS at the level p < 0.05). Gender was not a SS predictor
in UVA (data not shown).

Dotoli 2006 (23)

101

6

AD MT

Logistic regression analysis with all clinical and demographic variables was
performed. Gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).
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Table 2
Studies with recurrence risk as the dependent variable with multivariate statistics (continuation)
References

N

follow-up
(months)

Comments

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Fava 2009 (25)

278

6

AD versus
placebo MT

Analyses used a Cox proportional hazards model using a three steps process:
individual examination of each predictor in interaction with treatment group,
then testing of individual predictors within and across 5 groups of predictors (SS at p value ≤ 0.10; gender was in the demographic variables group),
then testing of the selected predictors from the different groups using a twostep backward elimination procedure. Gender was not a SS predictor within
the demographic variable groups analyses (F:M HR = 1.330).

Kuehner 1999 (87)

179

6

Limosin 2004 (88)

476

6

O’Leary 2010 (89)

73

6

Rucci 2011 (90)

225

6

A stepwise logistic regression was conducted to examine course-related sex differences for recurrence rate by controlling for relevant third variables. SS association between F gender and relapse (residual Chi2 = 5.83, df = 1, p < 0.02).
primary care
patients

Potentially predictive variables for recurrence were entered and tested in a
backward stepwise logistic regression. Gender was not a SS predictor (data
not shown).
In UVA, survival analysis was used to identify change-point predictors using
Kaplan and Meier curves and the log-rank statistic. In MVA was used a Cox
regression analysis (forward, stepwise). Gender was not a SS predictor in UVA
(data not shown).

IPT versus
AD MT

The probability of relapsing during the continuation phase was modeled using
logistic regression analyses. Three separate models were fit with subgroups
of covariates. A final model was arrived at by using predictors identified in the
three models and applying a backward elimination procedure (SS at the 0.05
level). Gender was entered in each model but was not a SS covariate neither
in the three models nor in the final model (in the final model: F:M: coefficient
(SE): 0.134 (0.542), Wald Chi 2 = 0.061, df = 1; p = 0.805; OR = 0.875; 95%
CI = 0.303-2.529).

AD, antidepressants CBT, cognitive-behavioural therapy CI, confidence interval, CT, clinical trial df, degree of freedom ECT, Electroconvulsive Therapy F, female md, median HR, hazard ratio IPT, Interpersonal Therapy mn, mean mMDE, minor and major depressive episodes M,
male MT, maintenance trial MVA, multivariate analyses OR, odds ratio PSE, Present State Examination, RDC, Research Diagnostic Criteria
RR, relative risk rTMS, rapid Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation SD, standard deviation SE, standard error SS, statistically significant TAU, treatment as usual UVA, univariate analyses.
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Table 3
Studies with time to recurrence as the dependent variable
References

N

follow-up Comments
(months)

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Eaton 2008 (19)

92

0-276

Predictors of time to recurrence were estimated with a Cox proportional
hazards model. F were more likely to have a recurrent episode than M in UVA,
yet only graphical results were presented. In a Cox proportional hazards model
(data not shown) age at onset but not gender was a significant predictor of time
to recurrence.

Kennedy 2003 (91)

70

mn 138

Time to recurrence was analysed by Cox regression survival curves and predictors of time to recurrence were analysed by bivariate and mutivariate Cox
regression. Gender was not predictor of recurrence in MVA: OR (F:M) = 1.09
(95% CI = 0.50–2.36; p = 0.833).

Grilo 2010 (92)

260

72

Cox proportional hazards regression was used for the prediction of time to recurrence. Gender was not predictor of recurrence: Chi 2 (df1) = 0.03; p = 0.87.

Kanai 2003 (93)

95

72

Cox regression analyses was used to select candidate predictors for time to recurrence (a 2-tailed alpha of 0.05 was considered SS) which were tested in
MVA. Gender was not SS in UVA (data not shown).

Kuehner 2013 (94)

60

66

Bivariate associations between predictors and time to recurrence were assessed
in a first step (controlling for depression level). Then all predictors with a p
value <0.10 were entered into a multifactorial model using backward elimination of predictors. In the multifactorial model, gender was not a predictor
(F:M coefficient (SE): -0.062 (0.075); p = 0.300).

Keller 1983 (21)

141

md 62

The study used modeling of the natural logarithm of time to relapse after recovery as a linear function of covariates, with a logistic error distribution. Gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).

Holma 2008 (70)

140

60

Multivariate Cox proportional hazards models was used to predict time to recurrence. Gender did not significantly predict time to recurrence (data not shown).

Hardeveld 2013 (95) 687

36

general population

Possible predictors of time to recurrence of MDE were assessed using
Cox’sproportional hazard analyses. Predictors that had a p value <0.1 in the
UVA were included in MVA with stepwise backward method. Gender was not
a SS in UVA (HR (F:M) = 1.05 (95% CI = 0.72–1.54; p = 0.80)

Seemuller 2014 (96)

458

36

post-hospitalization
naturalistic follow-up;
psychiatric
hospitalisation or
suicide or suicide
attempt as a marker
for recurrence

Dichotomized risk factors were investigated by univariate group comparisons
using generalized log-rank tests for interval-censored data (due to the dropout
rate and the possible overlap of variables associated with dropout and relapse).
The Cox proportional hazards regression model was used for MVA with the
variables that were SS in UVA. Gender was not a predictor in UVA: F:M ratio
in patients who recurred and not recurred during the follow-up respectively
at 96/58 and 208/96; log-rank p = 0.39.

Bos 2007 (97)

101

24

Flint 1999 (98)

21

24

old patients
stopping AD

Cox regression analysis was used to examine the effect of demographic and
clinical variables on time to recurrence. Gender was not a SS predictor (data
not shown).

Hardeveld 2013 (99) 375

24

primary care
and psychatric
care patients

Possible predictors of time to recurrence of MDE were assessed using
Cox’sproportional hazard analyses. Predictors that had a p-value <.2 in the
UVA were included in MVA in which the forced entry method was used. Gender was not a SS predictor in MVA: HR (F:M) = 1.42 (95% CI = 0.92–2.20;
p = 0.11).

Martinez-Amoros
2012 (100)

24

patients responders
to an AD + ECT
treatment

All the variables showing an association in the UVA and those considered to
be clinically relevant (including gender) were entered into a Cox regression
model. Gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).

127

general population

Cox proportional hazards regression analysis was used to examine associations
between behavioral variables and time to recurrence. All analyses were adjusted
for gender and no significant gender interactions were found (data not shown).
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Table 3
Studies with time to recurrence as the dependent variable (continuation)
References

N

follow-up Comments
(months)

Gender differences for recurrence risk

Kiosses 2013 (8)

152

24

old adults

Recurrence was examined in people who did not relapse during the first 6
months of follow-up. In UVA, variables that were associated with time to recurrence at p < 0.15 were selected. In MVA was used a Cox proportional hazards regression model including «duration of subsyndromal symptoms» and variables
that were selected in UVA. Gender was retained at the UVA selection but was not
a predictor in MVA: HR F:M 1.60, 95% CI = 0.83-3.11; Wald Chi2: 1.97; p = 0.16.

Melfi 1998 (17)

4052

24

health insurance
database AD
prescription as a
proxy for new episodes.
F represented 93.1%
of the sample

A Cox proportional hazards model with the treatment cohorts and other variables
as the covariates and time to recurrence as the dependant variable was used.
Variables included in the final model were established based on UVA and other
selection criteria. In the Cox proportional hazards model, gender was not a predictor (M:F coefficient (SE): -0.048 (1.42); RR = 0.953; 95% CI = 0.7221.259; p = 0.74).

Naz 2007 (101)

60

0-48

psychotic depression Cox proportional hazards models were used to evaluate the predictors of time
to recurrence. Each predictor was first analyzed independently and then jointly
in a stepwise multivariable model in which variables were retained or removed
if p ≤ 0.05 (using Wald’s test). Gender was not a SS predictor (data not shown).

Frank 1989 (102)

74

18

IPT versus placebo
plus medical
visits MT

Beevers 2003 (103)

53

14

Cox regression survival analysis tested whether cognitive change was associated with time to recurrence of depressive symptoms. Gender was included
as acovariate and was not a SS predictor (F:M: coefficient (SE): 0.40 (0.58),
Wald Chi 2 = 0.47; p < 0.50; HR =1.48; 95% CI = 0.4787-4.6053).

Harkness 2014 (104) 68

12

naturalistic follow-up Cox regression survival analysis modeled time to recurrence from residual
post IPT versus CBT symptoms and demographic and clinical variables that were significant in
versus AD CT
UVA at p < .10. Gender was not SS associated to the risk of recurrence: proportion of F in recurrent and non-recurrent subjects: 9/15 and 33/53; Chi2 =
0.025; not SS but value of p not shown).

Jang 2013 (20)

322

12

AD versus
placebo MT

Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was used to assess the time to relapse with statistical significance determined by the log-rank test. Cox proportional hazards
models to were used to identify predictors based on predetermined factors (including gender): gender was not a SS predictor: HR (F:M) = 0.790; p = 0.658.

McGrath 2006 (105)

901

12

AD versus
placebo MT

Analysis was based on modeling the time to relapse using Cox’s proportional
hazards regression. The final model included treatment, response pattern
group, the interaction between these two variables, and eight covariates (including
gender). F gender was a SS predictor of recurrence (F:M: coefficient (SE): 0.61
(0.58), Wald Chi 2 = 9.62; p = 0.002; HR =1.84; 95% CI = 1.25-2 .70).

Nordenskjöld
2011 (106)

486

md 9

remission after ECT
treatment; psychiatric
hospitalisation or
suicide as a marker
for recurrence

The effect on recurrence for all predictors was assessed using Cox regression
analyses. All variables with a UVA p value < 0.10 were entered in a multiple
Cox regression model. Gender was not a SS predictor in UVA: HR (F:M) =
1.15; 95% CI = 0.86-1.53; p = 0.35.

Cohen 2009 (107)

204

6

remission after
rTMS treatment

Cox proportional hazards models were used to evaluate the predictors of time
to recurrence. Each predictor was first analyzed independently and then jointly
in a stepwise multivariable model in which variables were retained if p <.1.
Gender was not a SS predictor in UVA (F:M HR = 0.97; Chi2 = 0.03; p = 0.87).

Lara 2000 (108)

57

6

students general
population sample

The relationships between variables and time to relapse were examined using
Cox proportional hazards models. On this basis were selected the variables
to introduce in the final model. Gender was not a predictor in UVA (M:F HR
= 0.92; not SS at p threshold 0.010; p value not shown).

Clinical, demographic, pharmacologic, and treatment assignment characteristics were used in a survival analysis based on Cox models. Gender was not
a SS predictor of survival time (data not shown).

AD, antidepressants CBT, cognitive-behavioural therapy CI, confidence interval, CT, clinical trial df, degree of freedom ECT, Electroconvulsive Therapy F, female md, median HR, hazard ratio IPT, Interpersonal Therapy mn, mean mMDE, minor and major depressive episodes M,
male MT, maintenance trial MVA, multivariate analyses OR, odds ratio PSE, Present State Examination, RDC, Research Diagnostic Criteria
RR, relative risk rTMS, rapid Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation SD, standard deviation SE, standard error SS, statistically significant TAU, treatment as usual UVA, univariate analyses.
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Influence of the population
studied
Most studies concern patients assessed and
treated in psychiatric settings, but some dealt
with primary care patients or general population probands or used data from health insurance databases. The latter were based on
very large samples, and in these studies, prescriptions of antidepressants help to identify
the index episode and are used as a proxy for
identifying recurrences. Thus, case determination in these studies is more approximate
than in studies where the probands are assessed directly. Of the four health insurance
database studies, one found a significantly
higher risk of recurrence in men (10). Of the
other three studies, two16,17 found no predictive effect of gender and one18, which used a
very large sample (n = 117,087), found that
female gender was a significant recurrence
predictor. It might be the case that gender influences the probability of receiving antidepressants when depressed. Concerning primary care patient studies, none of them (n = 6)
found any gender influence whereas regarding the general population studies there were
3 positive studies for 11 negative ones. Finally, there is no obvious influence of population profile on the relationship between gender and the depression recurrence risk.

Influence of age
Studies involving pre-adolescents, adolescents or very young adults concentrate on
early-onset subjects, and early onset is a predictor of depression recurrence in some19-22
but not all studies23-28. At the other end of
lifespan, studies involving only old patients
include a mixture of cases of adult-onset recurrent depression with cases of late-onset
depression (either first or recurrent episodes)
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which have specific etiological factors linked
to neurological disorders29. Of the 73 papers
reviewed in Tables 2 and 3, 7 concerned preadolescents, adolescents or very young adults,
and three found a significant higher female
risk of recurrence11,30,31. In the 3 studies that
found no significant influence of gender and
provided odds-ratio values, the hazard ratio
or relative risk tended towards a higher risk
in women. Owing to the small number of studies, it is not possible to conclude that there
is an interaction between female gender and
early onset that increases the recurrence risk.
Maybe it is even more complex, as evidenced
in a cohort study covering childhood to adulthood with a long follow-up period (mean 22
years)11. In this particular study, gender did
not influence the risk of recurrence of childhood onset depression (14 years or less),
which is the subgroup with the highest risk of
recurrence, but the recurrence risk with adolescent onset depression (15 to 20 years) was
significantly lower among women, whereas
with adult onset depression (21 years or more) it was significantly higher among women.
In another adult study32 the higher recurrence risk was particularly acute for women
under 40. Thus, it may be that the differential
risk for women is high in young adult women. As regards old age, our panel of studies
included 7 studies of older patients. None of
them showed a significant influence of female gender, and of the 5 studies that found
no gender influence but provided values for
the odds-ratio, hazard ratio or relative risk, in
4 out of the 5 studies the ratio tended towards a higher risk for women. There is nothing to support speculation about a different
gender-recurrence risk interaction in older
patients compared with other adult patients.
In one study33, the gender recurrence risk differential showed no difference between
young, old and old-oldest adults.
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Discussion
Female gender predicts a higher risk of recurrence of major depression in a minority of
studies. Only one study that used a health insurance database found a result that supported
a higher risk for men. A majority of non-significant studies tended towards a higher risk
for women, and in a few studies female gender was a significant predictor of recurrence
risk in univariate analyses but not multivariate analyses. The best explanation we found
for the discrepancy between studies is sample
size. Studies involving large samples are more
frequently statistically significant for a higher
recurrence risk in women. All these aspects
favour a small excess of recurrence risk in
women, much lower than the women-to-men
relative lifetime depression risk which is
around 2. In respect of the relative risk, odds
ratio, or hazard ratio presented in the Results
section, the mean relative risk is probably in
the 1.0 to 1.2 range. For instance, of the 9
studies that had a sample size of more than
1000, 7 found a relative risk, odds ratio, or
hazard ratio in this 1.0-1.2 range, one35 was in
a higher range (1.82), and the last one found
a higher risk in men10. This risk seems to be
independent of the study population (psychiatric or primary care or general population.
There is no clear evidence that the excess of
recurrence risk could be limited to the short
term, as suggested by Kuehner1.
This review has its limitations. At the outset, the authors chose to seek out and collect
a wide range of informative studies (and, indeed, we found a large number of informative
studies). Consequently, the studies are very
heterogeneous. Some of the heterogeneous
aspects, namely choice of the dependent variable (recurrence or time to recurrence), duration of follow-up, sample sizes, types of
population, have been incorporated in the
presentation and the discussion of the results.

This heterogeneity also explains the lack of
meta-analysis, the main reason being the
broad differences in the length of follow-up.
When we grouped together studies with the
same length of follow-up and available data,
the sets of studies were very small, and very
heterogeneous in terms of their population.
How we collected our studies may be open to
debate. There are other issues that also need
to be addressed. First, any approach that regards depression as a purely episodic disorder is an approximate one. Second with longterm follow-up, there could be a change of
diagnosis, specifically from unipolar to bipolar mood disorders. Third, treatment may influence the risk of recurrence, and this is a
variable that could be different in a clinical
population or the general population. Fourth,
the length of the interval between remission
of the last episode and the start of follow-up
could vary among studies or among patients
within the same study. Fifth, as pointed out
by Monroe and Harkness36, most studies
about recurrence compared patients with recurrence with patients without recurrence, but
some of the patients in the second group may
already have had one or more prior episodes
whereas others may never have had any recurrence in the past nor ever will have in the
future. Lastly, our review covered mainly
North American and European studies.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this review, which was based
on a large number of studies, suggests women
have a much higher risk of lifetime depression
than men (overrisk around 2), but that their
risk of recurrence is only slightly higher than
that of men. As regards people with a history
of depression, the risk of a new episode is
only slightly higher in women than in men
(overrisk probably between 1.0 and 1.2).
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